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Discoveries of Korea, 20 Expats’ Tales 2013-01-16
this book is a compilation of the my korea articles as published in korea magazine from february 2010 to september 2011 each of the stories is written by expatriates
living in korea and introduces an aspect of the local culture from a unique point of view contents singin in the room noraebang nights midnight madness redefined a
journey into steam jjimjilbang spa and sauna complexes kinetic street cuisine chosin s heroes and the stories of their lives seoul football and an undying passion some
loke it hot the sweetest autumnal connection it s hoesik time campus life in korea converted to kimchi the labors of love here comes the sun poktanju getting bombed
korean style discovering korean peaks finding room to breathe dreaming of pigs beating back monsoon blues gathering gangwon greens daring delivery

South Korea 101 2019-10-30
south korea 101 is a book that shares with you practical information that holds great value in better understanding the korean mindset and culture if you have an
interest in korea and korean people then this book will bring you tremendous value i cover subjects like how to eat spicy foods how to not get run over by vehicles in
korea dating in korea and many more i share insight with you about korea that i gathered from living there for almost a decade i love korea and korea is a big part of
my life with this book you ll be able to make a better life with korea and koreans

Discoveries of Korea Ⅱ 22 Expats' Tales 2015-12-12
this book is a compilaton of the my korea articles as published in korea magazine from february 2013 to december 2014 each of the stories is written by expatriates
living in korea and introduces an aspect of the local culture from a unique point of view korea which seeks to promote the country overseas is sponsored by the
korean culture and information service expats tales 01 of new years past 08 02 white day and more 12 03 makgeolli awakening 16 04 becoming one with the
landscape 20 05 moving to k pop 24 06 mud for all 28 07 traditional korean markets 32 08 the joys of photography in korea 36 09 autumn colors 40 10 hitting the
slopeas 44 11 the pojangmacha 48 12 fishing for fun in hwacheon 52 13 an american on a korean campus 56 14 the exemplar of convenience 60 15 the sneak pay 64
16 biking in seoul 68 17 hanok stay 72 18 culture on college street 76 19 right on time 80 20 first time s a charm 84 21 the replacement drivers 88 22 the bell of
bosingak

Elusive Belonging 2018-04-30
elusive belonging examines the post migration experiences of filipina marriage immigrants in rural south korea marriage migration crossing national borders for
marriage has attracted significant public and scholarly attention especially in new destination countries which grapple with how to integrate marriage migrants and
their children and what that integration means for citizenship boundaries and a once homogenous national identity in the early twenty first century many filipina
marriage immigrants arrived in south korea under the auspices of the unification church which has long served as an institutional matchmaker based on ethnographic
fieldwork elusive belonging examines filipinas who married rural south korean bachelors in the first decade of the twenty first century turning away from the common
stereotype of filipinas as victims of domestic violence at the mercy of husbands and in laws minjeong kim provides a nuanced understanding of both the conflicts and
emotional attachments of their relationships with marital families and communities her close up accounts of the day to day operations of the state s multicultural



policies and public programs show intimate relationships between filipinas south korean husbands in laws and multicultural agents and how various emotions of love
care anxiety and gratitude affect immigrant women s fragmented citizenship and elusive sense of belonging to their new country by offering the perspectives of
varied actors the book reveals how women s experiences of tension and marginalization are not generated within the family alone they also reflect the socioeconomic
conditions of rural korea and the state s unbalanced approach to multiculturalism against a backdrop of the south korean government s multicultural policies and
projects aimed at integrating marriage immigrants elusive belonging attends to the emotional aspects of citizenship rooted in a sense of belonging it mediates
between a critique of the assimilation inherent in korea s multiculturalism and the contention that the country s core identity is shifting from ethnic homogeneity to
multiethnic diversity in the process it shows how marriage immigrants are incorporated into the fabric of korean society even as they construct new identities as
filipinas in south korea

The Road to Multiculturalism in South Korea 2020-12-13
this book aims to capture the complicated development of korea from monoethnic to multicultural society challenging the narrative of ethnonational continuity in
korea through a discursive institutional approach at a time when immigration is changing the face of south korea and an increasingly diverse society becomes
empirical fact this doesn t necessarily mean that multiculturalism has been embraced as a normative policy based response to that fact the approach here diverges
from existing academic analyses which tend to conclude that core institutions defining korea s immigration and nationality regimes nd which crucially also reflect a
basic and hitherto unyielding commitment to racial and ethnic homogeneity ill remain largely unaffected by increasing diversity here this title underscores the critical
importance of discursive agency as a necessary corrective to still dominant power and interestbased arguments in addition discursive agents are found to play a
central role in communicating promoting and helping to instill the ideas that create a basis for change on the road to remaking korean society the road to
multiculturalism in south korea will be of interest to students and scholars of asian studies immigration and migration studies race and ethnic studies as well as
comparative politics broadly

Korea and its Futures 1998-04-14
despite the passage of over forty years since the official end of the civil war in korea the north and the south sections of the country remain technically at war in
korea and its futures roy grinker argues that the continued conflict between north and south korea and the prospects for peace on the korean peninsula must be
understood within the broader social and cultural contexts in which koreans live grinker suggests that a fundamental obstacle to peace on the peninsula is that south
korea has become a nation in which nearly all aspects of economic political and cultural identity are defined in opposition to north korea he further demonstrates that
in spite of its status as a sacred goal for all koreans the idea of unification threatens the world in which almost every south korean has been born and raised in
chapters on defectors divided families student protests and early education grinker reveals how south korean conceptions of unification prevent either side from
recognizing that a unified korea must also be a diverse korea in other words grinker points out unification is largely perceived by south koreans not as the integration
of different identities but as the southern conquest and assimilation of the north in short as winning the war



Korea and Her Neighbors 1897
this book considers both koreas north korea and south korea to examine possible pathways for the years leading up to 2032 and beyond thus offering a composite
picture of korea and its strategic relevance in asia and the world at large through a combined south north olympic team and an effort of jointly hosting the games
republic of korea president moon jae in has marked the year 2032 as special in the future of the korean peninsula although the international olympic committee ioc
has expressed scepticism about a combined hosting of the games the expectation in korea is that this event will underline the shared destiny of the people inhabiting
the peninsula and realign two states still caught in an ideologically fraught civil conflict that is one of the last vestiges of the cold war chapters begin with a brief
historical review and analysis of the present before moving to consider how these will shape the next decade drawing comparative and complementary analyses no
matter how contrasting the contemporary trajectories of both north and south korea might appear korea as a singular entity is an old concept still containing great
possibilities as the ongoing inter korean reconciliation process underscores the futures of north and south korea can be found in a complementary singular korea
which would again represent an important political strategic cultural and social space in asia an evaluation of the future trajectory social awareness and perception of
the koreas this book offers a valuable contribution to the study of north and south korea and asian politics

The Future of the Korean Peninsula 2021-07-28
this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the
publisher not indexed not illustrated 1897 edition excerpt appendix b treaty between japan and russia with reply of h e the korean minister for foreign affairs
memorandum the representatives of russia and japan at seoul having conferred under the identical instructions from their respective governments have arrived at
the following conclusions while leaving the matter of his majesty s the king of korea return to the palace entirely to his own discretion and judgment the
representatives of russia and japan will friendly advise his majesty to return to that place when no doubts could be entertained concerning his safety the japanese
representative on his part gives the assurance that the most complete and effective measures will be taken for the control of japanese soshi the present cabinet
ministers have been appointed by his majesty by his own free will and most of them have held ministerial or other high offices during the last two years and are
known to be liberal and moderate men the two representatives will always aim at recommending his majesty to appoint liberal and moderate men as ministers and to
show clemency to his subjects the representative of russia quite agrees with the representative of japan that at the present state of affairs in korea it may be
necessary to have japanese guards stationed at some places for the protection of the japanese telegraph line between fusan and seoul and that these guards now
consisting of three companies of soldiers should be withdrawn as soon as possible and replaced by gendarmes who will be distributed as follows fifty men at fusan
fifty men at ka heung and ten men each at ten intermediate posts between fusan and seoul this distribution may be liable to some changes but the total number of
the gendarme force shall never

Korea and Her Neighbors; a Narrative of Travel, with an Account of the Recent Vicissitudes and
Present Position of the Country 2013-09
kim jai sook martin entered the world in 1935 during the japanese occupation of her native korea she was the second daughter of an ordinary family born to parents
who had hoped for a boy they dressed her as one until she was three when her brother was born by the age of six she had already learned the price of her fierce



independence refusing to acknowledge the japanese flag as the korean national flag she was denied entrance to her first year of school this early conflict set kim jai
sook on a lifetime quest to understand her obligations to her family her culture her country herself and ultimately to god hers is a story of perseverance turmoil and
love as she fought to maintain balance between duty and her own desires she set her goals high as the survivor of japanese subjugation and two wars she committed
herself to living as a responsible and worthy person as an adult in pursuit of her deep desire to become a teacher she left korea and built a new life in canada where
her father s advice on dealing with people became her guiding principles this is her story

Obligations and Aspirations 2014-05
this book reviews south korea s experiences of kŭndaehwa modernization or catching up with the west with a focus on three major historical projects namely
expansion of new western education industrialization and democratization the kŭndaehwa efforts that began in the last quarter of the nineteenth century have now
fully transformed south korea into an urban industrial society in this book we will explore the three major issues arising from the kundaehwa process in korea how was
the historical transformation made possible in the personalistic environment how personalistic is modern korea and how difficult is it to build an orderly public domain
in the pesonalistic modern korea and how do koreans respond to this dilemma of modernization as an examination of modernization as well as korea this book will
appeal to students and scholars of korean studies sociology politics and history

The Personalist Ethic and the Rise of Urban Korea 2017-12-12
first published in 2003 isabella bird s account of her journeys in korea in 1898 represents one of the very rare accounts of that country in the latter part of the
nineteenth century at that time korea was virtually a forbidden land and had only been open to foreigners for about ten years it was and had been under chinese
influence for centuries the trip was very difficult but so fascinating that true to character isabella adored it she undertook many arduous journeys by land and river
observed the breathtakingly beautiful countryside visited the buddhist monasteries and had many audiences with the korean king and his soon to be assassinated
queen while isabella was on her journey the japanese invaded korea and she had to leave hastily ending up in china penniless

Korea and Her Neighbours 2013-10-28
colonial modernity and the conundrum of representation translating korean literature a minor writer into the light colonial abject performing colonial kitsch
overhearing transcolonial roundtables turning local forgetting manchurian memories paradox of postcoloniality

Intimate Empire 2015
for every fan of k pop music korean wave dramas and kimchi or anyone intrigued by korea and korean culture a geek in korea is a hip new guide to the land of the
samsung smartphone and gangnam style author dan tudor first arrived in korea on the eve of the 2002 world cup when south korea played italy in the finals what he
saw inspired him to return and work in korea tudor served as the economist magazine s korea correspondent for three years and writes regular columns for the
national daily joongang ilbo newspaper along the way he has developed a great love and admiration for korean culture and the korean people a geek in korea



reinvents the culture guide for the internet age packed with articles and photographs it covers all the touchstones of korean culture from buddhism and confucianism
to chapters on the traditional arts and disciplines like taekwondo there are chapters on cultural code words and norms personal relationships business and technology
and symbols and practices that are peculiarly korean a number of chapters are devoted to korean pop culture with attention to the stars idols and urban subcultures
associated with them for visitors to korea the author includes a mini guide to his favorite neighborhoods in seoul and other places of outstanding interest spotlighting
the originality and creativity of the koreans debunking myths about them and answering nagging questions like why they re so obsessed with education and success
tudor has created the perfect book for the growing ranks of koreaphiles in this inspired insightful and highly informative guide

A Geek in Korea 2014-11-11
much of the existing research looks at the outflow of companies and people from korea to foreign countries whilst less is known about foreign firms and workers in
korea considering this immense interest of both academics and practitioners in the business opportunities in korea this book provides a comprehensive overview on
doing business in korea and recommendations on how foreign companies and individuals can succeed in this market this book covers a wide range of relevant topics
including the korean business environment market entry into korea management issues and entrepreneurship in korea this is a must read for anyone interested in or
already doing business in korea

Doing Business in Korea 2019-08-19
discusses the relationship between north and south korea and the reunification question it includes the initiation of south north dialogue and the search for an
approach it also explains the unfolding of diverse south north dialogue and propusion of pilot projects lastly it discusses the inter korean exchanges and cooperation

A White Paper on South-North Dialogue in Korea 1988
imperial tombs buddhist architecture palaces and art treasures in korea and japan have attracted scholars collectors and conservators and millions of tourists as
iconic markers of racial and cultural identity at home and abroad they are embraced as tangible sources of immense national pride and popular must see destinations
this book provides the first sustained account to highlight how the forces of modernity nationalism colonialism and globalization have contributed to the birth of
museums field disciplines tourist industry and heritage management policies its chapters trace the history of explorations preservations and reconstructions of
archaeological monuments from an interregional east asian comparative perspective in the past century

Women's Education, Work, and Marriage in Korea 1998
this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the
publisher not indexed not illustrated 1911 edition excerpt v only a prince of korea it was winter the streets of the city lay snow laden glistening in the sunshine the
dull appearance of the houses changed as if by magic to dazzling white under the mantle of king snow whose beautiful gift clothes city and country alike the city was
the capital of the little country long known as the hermit kingdom its name was seoul soul the country s name korea or the land of the morning calm as the ancients



called it much of interest might be told of this quaint old city with its peculiar looking white clad people and funny straw or tileroofed houses but this story is not of the
country not of the city not of the people as a whole but of one small lad who was born in the palace of korea to the emperor of korea about nine years before this
twentyfourth of december nineteen hundred and years after the birth of our lord not that this little prince knew that it was december 24 19 not he he was but a little
boy born in heathenism who knew not the year of our lord a boy very much out of humour with the day it had been decidedly stupid that day the snow was
everywhere he was only allowed to roam in his various apartments and to go outside on the walls of course always attended by those three officials his special guards
dressed according to rank in various fantastic silken garments they were a nuisance sometimes there were more of them and then the three men who always cared
for him were a bother anyway if he went near the walls they told him that he would get his green silk tur a mack i coat wet with the snow and if he stepped out of the
path they said his silken shoes would be spoiled it was a nuisance to be a prince there had been a time when he had been

Korea and the Sacred White Mountain 1894
a korean nine year old named jesse is adopted and sent to live with a lovely couple in america socially awkward yet equipped with a seemingly encyclopedic brain the
young girl s journey through the complexities of race gender and identity hits a fork in the road when she discovers she s not entirely human yet adolescence just got
a lot more emotional for the world s first true a i system collects made in korea 1 6

Heritage Management in Korea and Japan 2014-01-01
death and the activities and beliefs surrounding it can teach us much about the ideals and cultures of the living while biologically death is an end to physical life this
break is not quite so apparent in its mental and spiritual aspects indeed the influence of the dead over the living is sometimes much greater than before death this
volume takes a multidisciplinary approach in an effort to provide a fuller understanding of both historic and contemporary practices linked with death in korea
contributors from korea and the west incorporate the approaches of archaeology history literature religion and anthropology in addressing a number of topics
organized around issues of the body disposal of remains ancestor worship and rites and the afterlife the first two chapters explore the ways in which bodies of the
dying and the dead were dealt with from the greater silla kingdom 668 935 to the mid twentieth century grave construction and goods cemeteries and memorial
monuments in the koryŏ 918 1392 and the twentieth century are then discussed followed by a consideration of ancestral rites and worship which have formed an
inseparable part of korean mortuary customs since premodern times chapters address the need to appease the dead both in shamanic and confucians contexts the
final section of the book examines the treatment of the dead and how the state of death has been perceived ghost stories provide important insight into how death
was interpreted by common people in the koryŏ and chosŏn 1392 1910 while nonconformist narratives of death such as the seventeenth century romantic novel
kuunmong point to a clear conflict between buddhist thought and practice and official neo confucian doctrine keeping with unendorsed views on death the final
chapter explores how death and the afterlife were understood by early korean catholics of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries death mourning and the afterlife
in korea fills a significant gap in studies on korean society and culture as well as on east asian mortuary practices by approaching its topic from a variety of disciplines
and extending its historical reach to cover both premodern and modern korea it is an important resource for scholars and students in a variety of fields



The Happiest Girl in Korea; and Other Stories from the Land of Morning Calm 2013-09
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Made In Korea 2022-01-26
an historical and political discussion of korea and an examination of the causes of the fighting

Death, Mourning, and the Afterlife in Korea 2018-02-28
korea is currently witnessing huge social change with unprecedented divorce rates and the disintegration of the traditional family system fusing audience research
and ethnography women television and everyday life in korea presents a compelling account of women s changing lives and identities in relation to the impact of the
most popular media culture in everyday life television within the historically specific social conditions of korean modernization kim analyses how korean women of
varying age and class groups cope with the new environment of changing economical structures and social relations the central arguments presented revolve around
the revelatory and self reflexive nature of tv talk and its function as a form of empowerment the book argues that television is an important resource for women
stimulating them to research their own lives and identities kim reveals korean women as creative energetic and critical audiences in their responses to evolving
modernity and the impact of the west publisher description

The Happiest Girl in Korea 2015-09-20
my voyage in korea is a fascinating account of one woman s journey through the often mysterious land of korea drawing on her experiences living and working in the
country m m provides a rich and insightful portrait of korean culture politics and society this book is an essential resource for anyone interested in korea and its place
in the world this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant



Japanese Public Opinion on U.S. Troops in Korea and Related Korean Issues 1977
the first book of its kind to document the lives of foreigners in korea firsthand faces of korea is a collection of 47 interviews with people from more than 20 countries
on five continents set up in a narrative format which makes reading the interviews as enthralling as it does educational subjects in the book include working in korea
romantic relations with koreans people of korean descent teaching in korea learning in korea and people who have made korea their adopted home

Why War Came in Korea 1950
in 1993 writer and democracy activist hwang sok yong was sentenced to five years in the seoul detention center upon his return to south korea from north korea the
country he had fled with his family as a child at the start of the korean war already a dissident writer well known for his part in the democracy movement of the 1980s
hwang s imprisonment forced him to consider the many prisons to which he was subject of thought of writing of cold war nations of the heart in this capacious
memoir hwang s life is set against the volatile political backdrop of modern korea a country subject to colonialism cold war division a devastating war decades of
authoritarian dictatorships a mass democratic uprising and a still lingering painful division between north and south the prisoner moves between hwang s
imprisonment and scenes from his life as a boy in pyongyang and seoul as a young activist protesting south korea s military dictatorships as a soldier in the vietnam
war as a dissident writer first traveling abroad and in so doing braids his extraordinary life into the dramatic revolutions and transformations of korean society during
the twentieth century

Soviet Aims in Korea and the Origins of the Korean War, 1945-1950 1993
at publication date a free ebook version of this title will be available through luminos university of california press s open access publishing program visit luminosoa
org to learn more rules of the house offers a dynamic revisionist account of the japanese colonial rule of korea 1910 1945 by examining the roles of women in the civil
courts challenging the dominant view that women were victimized by the japanese family laws and its patriarchal biases sungyun lim argues that korean women had
to struggle equally against korean patriarchal interests moreover women were not passive victims instead they proactively struggled to expand their rights by
participating in the japanese colonial legal system in turn the japanese doctrine of promoting progressive legal rights would prove advantageous to them following
female plaintiffs and their civil disputes from the precolonial choson dynasty through colonial times and into postcolonial reforms this book presents a new and
groundbreaking story about korean women s legal struggles revealing their surprising collaborative relationship with the colonial state

Women, Television and Everyday Life in Korea 2005
this book analyzes the transformation of korean political economy since the 1990s in the wake of the asian financial crisis of 1997 the political economy of south
korea has evolved around two diametrically opposed features convergence into the anglo american model and the state led strategic restructuring of industries to
unravel the peculiar nature of the political economy in korea the authors first identify major factors that contributed to the dual dynamics of change and continuity in
korea external pressures ideological shift in political leadership and the pivotal role of the korean government next they examine the way in which these factors
interacted with each other to reshape the evolutionary path of the korean political economy using several case studies the authors take us through the stages of this



transformation from the reform of the chaebols to the industrial restructuring of the auto it and aerospace industries to the rise of south korea s free trade
agreements fta initiative in explaining the role that the dual dynamics of change and continuity play in modern korean political economy this book makes an
important contribution to the existing literature and will be of interest to scholars and policy makers concerned with development in korea and the asia pacific

My Voyage in Korea 2023-07-18
this book provides scholars and students examining korea s place in modern world politics with an invaluable resource for understanding the causes course and
consequences of the ongoing crisis on the korean peninsula why is korea still divided into two nations how does the decades old tension between north korea and
south korea affect all of asia as well as influence several of the world s major powers including japan the people s republic of china russia and the united states this
book provides answers to these questions and more presenting readers with descriptions of historical developments in korea s past and supplying the necessary
context for understanding why the korean peninsula remains split at the 38th parallel two comprehensive opening chapters present a broad overview of events in
korea s history from ancient times through the start of world war ii the subsequent chapters cover korea s role in the cold war describing the soviet american
sponsorship of two koreas the korean war soviet and chinese support for north korea the u s alliance with south korea south korea s long struggle to achieve
democracy the kim dynasty in north korea and moments of tension and cooperation between north and south korea written in a clear direct and accessible style the
book will be valuable to high school undergraduate and graduate level students

Korea and Her Neighbors 1970
this volume critically examines the phenomenon of english fever in south korea from both micro and macro perspectives drawing on original research and rich
illustrative examples the book investigates two key questions why is english so popular in korea and why is there such a gap between the dreams and realities
associated with english in korea these questions are explored through the eyes of english korean translators and interpreters who represent the professional group
most intensely engaged in the zeal for english language mastery macro perspectives focus on historical factors leading to the rise of english with english korean
translation and interpreting as a key theme micro perspectives explore the dreams that individuals attach to english and the ways in which they imagine it can
transform their lives and contrast these dreams with the stark realities felt on the ground the gaps between these dreams and realities are explored from various
angles which include commodification gender and neoliberalism the book thus offers fresh insights on how the phenomenon of english fever has been created
reproduced and sustained from both historical and contemporary viewpoints from the reviews this is an important study of how english is experienced in one country
korea a very insightful analysis of the interlocking of historical factors influencing the status of english and the interlocking significance of class gender aesthetics
myth making and the role of the media and competitive commodification the study is based on competent use of relevant theoretical approaches solid fieldwork and
a personal capacity to draw complex threads together it demonstrates how language policy can be analysed in a stimulating way that has major importance beyond
the borders of korea language ideologies are brought to life effectively robert phillipson emeritus professor copenhagen business school denmark

Faces of Korea 2004
this is a true story that is both tragic and bizarre it s tragic because a young twenty two year old serviceman married and with an infant son back home died in korea
during the korean war it s bizarre because a fellow serviceman with whom he d been stationed at two different locations was one of the witnesses at the shooting that



took his life then that witness later married the man s widow and adopted his son even though they had a church wedding nobody from either family showed up very
unusual exactly twenty years to the day after the young serviceman died in korea his twenty year old son had a near death experience in vietnam the son grew up
not knowing his biological father s name his branch of service how when or where he died or what he looked like until he was almost fifty eight years old then fate
stepped in and provided him with a reason to investigate into the past what he found out will astound you as much as it did him

Treacherous Translation 2017
this collection edited by distinguished professor of korean studies bonnie b c oh helps to fill a considerable gap in the english language literature on korea and the
united states although much has been written about korea in the japanese colonial and world war ii period and of course even more has been made available on the
korean war years little has been written on the interim period when the united states attempted to rule korea through a trusteeship focused on the occupation and
reconstruction of japan after world war ii the u s government conceived a trusteeship for korea which would free up american forces to concentrate on japan it
seemed the perfect solution it would allow the time needed for koreans to prepare themselves for independence it would maintain u s involvement and interests in
korea and it would create the mechanism that could sustain international cooperation flawless as it might have seemed the trusteeship and its implementer the
american military government did not heed the korean people s heightened expectation and passion for independence and it did not handle well the new soviet style
government it found in place in the north of the peninsula all together the various missteps and miscalculations of the american military government and washington
contributed to the new war to come oh and her contributors shed light on this previously unexamained period and make significant use of korean language sources in
doing so essential reading for scholars students and researchers involved with modern korean studies the cold war and u s military history

The Prisoner 2021-08-03
the author was the only non korean ceo of a large korean bank the bank was turned around with an impressive growth the book relate the business challenge but also
the cultural difference korea is very different by its genuine history and culture and the author had to coop with them while managing korea first bank

Rules of the House 2018-12-18
this book examines korea s foreign direct investment policy dynamics and points out the importance of mutual synergy between multinational corporations and their
host countries in a win win framework and the increasing importance of this in a post pandemic world a multitude of case studies shows many of the business
difficulties foreign investors in korea face and how the foreign investment ombudsman has intervened to resolve each one the book addresses korea s challenges and
efforts to become a truly preferred fdi destination through active fdi inducement and effective aftercare services investigating the ambivalent attitude toward foreign
direct investors and foreign migrants in an increasingly globalizing world the author also analyses the issue of xenophobia the book demonstrates empirically that
appropriate and timely aftercare services can serve as not only a robust facilitator for cross border investment but also a preventer of undesirable friction between
foreign investors and host economies before disputes become serious legal matters finally it draws policy implications towards a liberal investment order post covid
19 the book will be of interest to policymakers investors and researchers on korean and east asian economic studies fdi promotion and deregulation for better
business environment



The Political Economy of Change and Continuity in Korea 2018-08-25

Crisis in a Divided Korea 2016-04-18

English Language Ideologies in Korea 2017-08-04

A Death In Korea 2012-12-21

Korea Under the American Military Government, 1945-1948 2002-05-30
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